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An accurate determination of frequency-dependent molecular hyperpolarizabilities is at the same
time of possible technological importance and theoretically challenging. For large molecules,
Hartree–Fock theory was until recently the only availableab initio approach. However, correlation
effects are usually very important for this property, which makes it desirable to have a
computationally efficient approach in which those effects are~approximately! taken into account.
We have recently shown that frequency-dependent hyperpolarizabilities can be efficiently obtained
using time-dependent density functional theory. Here, we shall present the necessary theoretical
framework and the details of our implementation in the Amsterdam Density Functional program.
Special attention will be paid to the use of fit functions for the density and to numerical integration,
which are typical of density functional codes. Numerical examples for He, CO, and para-nitroaniline
are presented, as evidence for the correctness of the equations and the implementation. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!30247-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been a growing interest in n
linear optical~NLO! properties of molecules. NLO materia
are important for optical-switching devices, applications
telecommunications, and for optical computing. Theory c
play a leading role in finding suitable NLO materials if
reliable and efficient approach is available. In that ca
theory can predict the NLO properties of large molecu
with possibly large NLO responses. Density function
theory ~DFT! has been shown to provide such an accur
and efficient technique for the prediction of energies a
structures. It therefore seems appealing to use DFT for
prediction of NLO properties as well.

There are basically two different ways to calculate m
lecular properties which can be written in terms of ene
derivatives, such as the polarizabilities and hyperpolarizab
ties determining the linear and nonlinear optical respons
a system. The first is to use finite difference techniqu
where the energy is calculated for different values of, in o
case, the electric field. The derivative of the energy is th
obtained from a finite differentiation. This method is pe
fectly viable if one carefully chooses the strengths of
perturbations. It is a convenient method because it can
applied with any program capable of calculating the ene
of the perturbed system, without extra programming effo

There are also several drawbacks to this approach h
ever. In the first place, it requires much human time~if the
process has not been automated!, because one has to chec
10640021-9606/98/109(24)/10644/13/$15.00
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the effect of varying the perturbation strengths carefu
Furthermore, one needs very well-converged energies in
der to make reliable predictions, which makes the calcu
tions much more time-consuming. Besides this, several
culations are needed in order to obtain one property.
these problems are amplified if one goes to higher~third or
fourth! derivatives of the energy.

For these reasons the alternative, analytic, approac
often preferable. The desired properties are obtained fro
single calculation by evaluating the derivatives of the ene
analytically. The drawback is that a considerable progra
ming effort may be required for certain properties, especia
for the higher-order derivatives of the energy. However, on
the programming has been done, the calculation of prope
has become much more convenient and routine, as we
more accurate. One other important advantage of the ana
cal approach is that it gives access to time-dependent~or
frequency-dependent! properties as well. There is no way t
calculate properties which depend upon the frequency of
external field in the finite field~FF! approach.

In ab initio theoretical chemistry, the calculation of an
lytic derivatives has become routine for many tim
dependent and time-independent properties, includ
higher-order properties. This is not yet the case in DF
which has mainly been used for studying energies and ge
etries. The calculation of molecular response properties
DFT is relatively new, and is usually performed using F
techniques. This situation is however beginning to chan
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Analytic formulations and computer implementations f
such diverse second-order properties as NMR parameter1–3

ESR parameters,4–7 magnetizabilities,8 and polarizabilities9

are now available. The results are encouraging in that t
are usually superior to those obtained at the Hartree–F
~HF! level.

Higher-order properties, such as hyperpolarizabilit
and Raman scattering intensities and depolarization ra
are usually treated by finite difference techniques. In t
work, on the contrary, the analytical approach will be us
for calculating frequency-dependent hyperpolarizabilit
within DFT. The first application of our implementation,
the C60 molecule, has recently been published elsewher10

but contains only a rough outline of the underlying theory.
the present work, which will be of a rather technical natu
we shall describe our implementation in the Amsterd
Density Functional~ADF! program11–14 in more detail. As
there are many analogies to the calculation of frequen
dependent hyperpolarizabilities in time-dependent Hartr
Fock ~TDHF! theory, which has become routine by no
those parts of the derivation and implementation which
typical of time-dependent DFT~TDDFT! will be empha-
sized.

In particular, we will derive the starting equation of th
paper ~a variation on the so-called time-dependent Koh
Sham~KS! equations of DFT!, present equations for func
tional derivatives of the time-dependent exchan
correlation~xc! potential, which replaces the Hartree–Fo
exchange operator, and present concise final DFT res
using the (2n11)-rule, for the first hyperpolarizability ten
sor babc(2vs ;vb ,vc) for several important NLO proper
ties.

In a more technical sense, we will discuss the influen
of using so-called auxiliary basis sets for fitting the dens
which are used in most modern DFT codes. Accuracy iss
related to numerical integrations, which are needed in D
because integrals involving the complicated xc potential c
not be calculated analytically, will also be discussed. It
shown that the errors introduced through these approxi
tions can be kept under control.

Our implementation for the calculation of frequenc
dependent hyperpolarizabilities presents the first anal
implementation of a third-order time-dependent property
DFT, which is applicable to general molecules. The e
ciency of the resulting implementation is similar to that of
ordinary energy calculation in DFT, namelyN3. This, in
combination with the use of symmetry, and, in future refin
ments to the code, of linear scaling techniques,14 as well as a
fully vectorized and parallelized code, will enable one
treat large molecules~more than 100 atoms! at a level of
theory which usually supersedes Hartree–Fock. Here, o
numerical examples on He, CO, and para-nitroaniline will
presented in order to document the technical accuracy of
implementation. A comparative study on frequenc
dependent hyperpolarizabilities of a set of small molecu
in which the performance of various xc potentials is co
pared to that of~correlated! ab initio methods, is reported in
another paper.15
loaded 09 Aug 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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II. THE BASIC EQUATIONS

In TDHF, the starting point for the calculation of NLO
properties is given by16–18

FC2 i
]

]t
SC5SC«, ~1!

whereF, C, S, and« are the Fock, coefficient, overlap an
Lagrangian multiplier matrices, to be specified in detail b
low. This equation is derived from Frenkel’s variation
principle19–22for the total wave functionC, to which the HF
wave function is an approximation. It would be desirable
start the DFT treatment of these properties from a sim
equation, because many of the well-developed TDHF te
niques can be used in that case. However, the DFT w
function, which is the Slater determinant of the KS orbita
is not equal to the exact wave function, which prohibits t
use of Frenkel’s principle.

Instead, in TDDFT one searches for a stationary poin
the action integralA,

A5E
t0

t1
dt^C~ t !u i

]

]t
2Ĥ~ t !uC~ t !&, ~2!

whereC is the total wave function of the system. In view o
the correspondence between the time-dependent den
and wave functions, this action functional can be regarded
a density functionalA@r#, which must have a stationar
point at the exact time-dependent density,23 which is the cen-
tral quantity in TDDFT. This exact density can be foun
from the Euler–Lagrange equationdA@r#/dr(r ,t)50. The
action functionalA is given in terms of time-dependen
single-particle orbitals$f j (r ,t)% by24,25

A@$f j%#5(
j

N E
2`

t1
dtE d3rf j* ~r ,t !S i

]

]t
1

¹2

2 D
3f j~r ,t !2E

2`

t1
dtE d3rr~r ,t !vext~r ,t !

2
1

2E2`

t1
dtE d3rE d3r 8

r~r ,t !r~r 8,t !

ur2r 8u

2Axc@$f j%#, ~3!

where all unknown many-body terms are hidden in the
part of the action functionalAxc , of which the functional
derivative with respect to the time-dependent density
called the time-dependent xc-potentialvxc(r ,t). If we explic-
itly demand the orbitals to remain orthonormal at all time
by adding to the action functionalA the constraint term
Aconstraint, involving Lagrangian multipliers« i j ,

Aconstraint5(
i j

« i j ~ t !S d i j 2E d3rf i* ~r ,t !f j~r ,t ! D , ~4!

and we demand the resulting total action functional to
stationary with respect to orbital variations]A/]fk* 50, we
obtain a general form of the time-dependent KS equation26
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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(
j

« i j ~ t !f j~r ,t !1 i
]

]t
f i~r ,t !

5F2
¹2

2
1vs~r ,t !Gf i~r ,t ![Fsf i~r ,t !, ~5!

wherevs(r ,t) is the time-dependent KS potential, and whe
the time-dependent densityr(r ,t) is obtained from the
squares of the occupied orbitals

r~r ,t !5(
i

occ

uf i~r ,t !u2. ~6!

If the orbitalsf i of Eq. ~5! are expanded in a fixed, time
independent basis set of AOs$xm%,

f i~r ,t !5(
m

xm~r !Cm i~ t !, ~7!

where the time-dependence off i is completely determined
by the coefficient matrixC, we obtain the desired matri
form of the time-dependent KS equations, which will for
the starting point of the perturbative expansion,

FsC2 i
]

]t
SC5SC«, ~8!

whereFs is now the AO matrix of the operator defined in E
~5!, and S is the overlap matrix of the AOs@Smn

5*drxm* (r )xn(r )#. The matrix equation for the orthonor
mality constraint reads

]

]t
~C†SC!50 ~9!

@and (C†SC)51 at t→2`#, and the density matrixD is
known from the coefficient matrixC and the occupation
number matrixn,

D5CnC†. ~10!

Although all equations can be extended to the sp
unrestricted case,27 we will be dealing with closed-shell sys
tems only in this paper, in which case the matrixn is diag-
onal with components either equal to 2~occupied KS
orbitals! or 0 ~virtual KS orbitals!.

Different choices for the Lagrangian multipliers« i j (t)
are allowed. The ‘‘canonical’’ form of the time-depende
KS equations is obtained from the choice« i j (t)[0, which
has implicitly been made by Runge and Gross23 in their deri-
vation of the time-dependent KS equations. There is no
jection to that particular choice because the Hermiticity
the Hamiltonian assures the orthonormality of the orbitals
that case. However, the choice« i j (t)[0 is not the most
suitable one for our present purpose of finding higher-or
perturbative solutions to the time-dependent KS equatio
as was already discussed by Langhoff, Epstein, and Kar
in their review article on time-dependent perturbati
theory.21 It would lead to orbitals which vary rapidly in time
and cause so-called normalization and secular terms21 to oc-
cur. If these terms are not dealt with properly, which is
technically cumbersome task, they may lead to unphys
divergences in the equations. These troublesome terms
loaded 09 Aug 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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be factored from the equations for all orders by making s
able choices for the Lagrangian multipliers, as will be do
here. In this manner, many problems are automatically
cumvented and the proper passage to the time-indepen
equations for static perturbations is guaranteed. This can
done, anticipating the expansion of all matrices in differe
orders of the external perturbation, by choosing a diago
time-independent zeroth-order«-matrix, resulting in the or-
dinary canonical KS equations of ground-state DFT for
zeroth-order equation,

Fs
~0!C~0!5S~0!C~0!«~0!, ~11!

where « (0) is a diagonal matrix containing the KS orbita
energies. One has a freedom of choice for the Lagrang
multiplier matrix in each order of the perturbation21,28 ~al-
though it necessarily is block-diagonal and Hermitian20!. In
case the Lagrangian matrix is chosen diagonal in all ord
the corresponding time-dependent orbitalsf i

diag are easily
seen@from Eq.~5!# to be identical to the canonical KS orbi
als f i

can ~which correspond to«[0) up to a purely imagi-
nary time-dependent phase factor,

f i
diag5f i

can3expF i E
2`

t

« i~ t8!dt8G . ~12!

In fact, Eq.~8! can be obtained by inserting the definition
the ‘‘diagonal-gauge’’ orbitals in the canonical time
dependent KS equations. Finally, we remark that we do
use a diagonal«-matrix, because there are technic
advantages,17,28 to be discussed below, in choosing« nondi-
agonal for the higher-order equations.

III. EXPANSION OF BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider a system in external electric fieldsEa(r ,t),
Eb(r ,t), . . . consisting of a monochromatic and a sta
part,

Ea~r ,t !5Ea~r !3@11eivat1e2 ivat#, ~13!

labeled with the Cartesian directionsa, b, . . . equal tox, y,
or z. Although our approach can be used for general frequ
cies va , vb , . . . , the implementation is at present re
stricted to frequencies which are either equal to 0 or to so
common frequencyv. Most of the important NLO phenom
ena, such as second harmonic generation~SHG!, and many
others, arise from interactions of multiple monochroma
and static fields and can consequently be described with
equations in this work.

In the dipole approximation, the external perturbati
term H8 in the KS Hamiltonian becomes

H85m•E~r ,t !, ~14!

wherem is the dipole moment operator of the electrons. T
equations presented in this section until now, are identica
those used in TDHF theory.16,18,17 The difference enters
through the Fock or KS matrix. In TDHF theory it is give
by16,18,17

F5h1D3~2J2K !. ~15!
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Here h is the one-electron integral matrix, containing t
kinetic energy and the Coulomb field of the nuclei, as well
the external electric field of Eq.~14!. D is once again the
density matrix, andJ andK are the four-index Coulomb an
exchange supermatrices. We have used a notation w
slightly differs from the one used in earlier work17 in order to
make the multiplication of the two-index and four-index m
trices more explicit. The KS matrixFs is obtained by the
substitution

D3~K !→vxc , ~16!

wherevxc is the matrix form of the~time-dependent! xc po-
tential. Contrary to its HF counterpartK, the matrixvxc is a
two-index matrix, obtained from the local xc potentialvxc ,

@vxc#kl5E drxk~r !vxc~r ,t !xl~r !. ~17!

In this equation and the following ones, complex conjug
signs have been left out, as we are assuming real AOs
KS orbitals. Obviously, the fact that the KS xc potential
local, in contrast to the nonlocal exchange potential in
theory, simplifies the DFT response calculations. On
other hand, because the approximations forvxc are not of the
same simplicity as the HF exchange potential, the integ
in which vxc or related quantities occur cannot be calcula
analytically and have to be obtained by numerical integ
tion. Another important difference between the HF exchan
potential and the KS xc potential is that the latter is a n
linear functional of the density, while the exchange mat
D3(K) has a linear dependence. It will be shown in the r
of this work that, for this reason, the DFT equations for t
various NLO properties contain certain extra terms which
not present in the TDHF equations, as presented for exam
by Karna and Dupuis.17

The goal is to start from the equations given above a
to end up with equations for the various linear and nonlin
polarizabilities~hyperpolarizabilities!, which can be defined
through an expansion of the dipole moment into differe
orders of the external fields,

ma5ma~Eb5Ec5Ed5•••50!1(
b

aab Eb

1
1

2!(bc
babc EbEc1

1

3!(bcd
gabcd EbEcEd. ~18!

The time dependence of the dipole moment can be wri
out explicitly,29 leading to the various frequency-depende
hyperpolarizability tensors. These tensors can be obta
from the trace of the dipole moment matrixHa and thenth
order density matrixD (n) ~wheren51 for the linear polar-
izability a, n52 for the first hyperpolarizability tensorb,
and so on!, induced by electric fields in directionsb,c,... , of
frequencyvb ,vc ,... ,

aab~2vs ;vb!52Tr @HaDb~vb!#,

babc~2vs ;vb ,vc!52Tr @HaDbc~vb ,vc!#, ~19!

gabcd~2vs ;vb ,vc ,vd!52Tr @HaDbcd~vb ,vc ,vd!#.
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Here, the usual convention is adopted thatvb ,vc and vd

refer to the frequencies of the external fields, whilevs is
equal to the sum of these frequencies:vs5vb1vc1¯ . As
stated before, we will treat only those cases in which
frequencies of the external electric fields are either equa
zero or equal tov. This gives access to such important pro
erties as second harmonic generation~SHG!
@b(22v;v,v)#, third harmonic generation ~THG!
@g(23v;v,v,v)#, and the electro-optical Kerr effec
~EOKE! @g(2v;v,0,0)#, as well as many others.16,17 Some
of these properties can be obtained by a combination of a
lytical and finite difference techniques. For example,
components of theg-tensor governing the EOKE can be o
tained from analytical time-dependent calculations on
electro-optical Pockels effect~EOPE! tensorb~2v;v,0! in
various small electric fields in various directions, by the
lation,

gabcd~2v;v,0,0!5 lim
Ed→0

babc~2v;v,0!uE5Ed

Ed
. ~20!

This means that an analytic implementation for arbitra
b-tensors gives access to certain frequency-depen
g-tensors as well, through finite difference techniques. T
was, for example, used in our first application of the pres
techniques, on the frequency-dependent hyperpolarizab
g of the C60 molecule.10

As in the TDHF case, the main technical difficulty is
rewrite Eq. ~19! in such a way that the so-calle
(2n11)-theorem is exploited. This theorem states that if
wave function is known up to ordern, the energy can be
obtained up to order 2n11. In the present case, it means th
the static first hyperpolarizability tensorb, which corre-
sponds to the third-order term of the energy in a Taylor
pansion with respect to an electric field, can be obtain
from the knowledge of first-order quantities in the field on
implying that the so-called second-order perturbed equat
do not have to be solved. In other words, one can rewrite
~19! for b in such a way that the second-order density ma
is not needed. Both Karna and Dupuis17 and Riceet al.18

have explicitly shown for the TDHF case, that th
(2n11)-theorem can be used for the frequency-depend
hyperpolarizabilities also. Karna and Dupuis have given
plicit expressions for all major NLO properties up to thir
order ~g!. In this work, we follow the paper by Karna an
Dupuis, and our aim is to indicate what differences w
respect to their results appear in the DFT case. From th
differences, one obtains the explicit expressions for all th
properties in the DFT case as well. Some comments will
made about the efficient implementation of these equatio

In the DFT case, methods for calculating~frequency-
dependent! b andg’s have been given by Zangwill30 and by
Senatore and Subbaswamy31,32 for the atomic case, using
spherical symmetry. Apart from this restriction, they do n
use the (2n11)-theorem. This implies that an implement
tion of their equations will necessarily be less efficient tha
calculation along the lines of this paper. For static first h
perpolarizabilitiesb, Colwell et al.33,34 have presented equa
tions which can be used in the molecular case and which
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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make use of the (2n11)-theorem. Both for the case whe
the local density approximation~LDA ! is used for the xc
potential and its derivatives33 and for the case where a ge
eralized gradient approximation~GGA! is used,34 they pro-
vide expressions forbabc(0;0,0), with applications to
CH2O, CH3F and CH3CN. Their work is similar in nature to
the work of Riceet al.18 This is also true for their paper o
frequency-dependent polarizabilities,35 using the current-
density functional theory approach. By following in the tra
of Rice et al., their approach could be extended to t
frequency-dependent hyperpolarizability case. However
we are mainly interested in electric properties, the consid
ation of magnetic fields, as in current-density function
theory, is unnecessary. In any case, the effect of the curr
density has been shown to be very small.36

The way to proceed from here is to expand the equati
presented above in different orders of the electric field. Af
that, first-order and higher-order equations are obtained
which quantities with the same frequency dependence
taken together. The solution to these equations will yield
first and higher-order density matrices which are needed
the calculation of the frequency-dependent~hyper!polariz-
abilities in Eq.~19!. The expansion in different orders of th
electric field proceeds identically for all matrices which a
involved. As an example, we give the expansion of the d
sity matrix D,17

D5D ~0!1(
a

EaDa1
1

2!(a,b
EaEbDab

1
1

3! (a,b,c
EaEbEcDabc1••• . ~21!

By combining all terms of a certain order in one symb
irrespective of their frequency dependencies, we h
adopted the same shorthand notation as Karna and Du
which also implies that, here and in the following, the nu
ber of indicesa, b, . . . indicates the order of the associat
matrix. For example, the symbolDab is short for

Dab5e12ivtDab~1v,1v!1e1 ivt@Dab~0,1v!

1Dab~1v,0!#1Dab~1v,2v!1Dab~2v,1v!

1Dab~0,0!1e2 ivt@Dab~0,2v!1Dab~2v,0!#

1e22ivtDab~2v,2v!. ~22!

The matricesF, C, S, and « can be expanded in a simila
fashion.17 However, as we are using a fixed AO basis set,
overlap matrixS is independent of the field (S5S(0)), result-
ing in vanishing terms above zeroth-order. The same ho
for the Coulomb supermatrixJ and the Hartree–Fock ex
change matrixK, but not for its DFT equivalentvxc . As the
most important difference between the TDHF equations
the time-dependent DFT equations arises from this dif
ence between the HF exchange potential and the xc pote
in DFT, we will show in the next section how the xc pote
tial is expanded in different orders of the electric field.
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IV. EXPANSION OF XC POTENTIAL

In this section, we show what a functional Taylor expa
sion of the time-dependent xc potential with respect to ex
nal electric perturbations looks like. We use the comp
four-vector notationx5(r ,t) as in Ref. 25 and start from th
formula for a functional Taylor expansion37 of a functional
vxc in the space-time pointx, with a functional dependenc
on the total external potentialvext ~which includes the inter-
action with the nuclei, etcetera!. If this external potential is
slightly perturbed by the electric fieldE, we have

vxc@vext1m•E#~x!5vxc@vext#~x!1E dvxc~x!

dvext~y!
U

E50

3m•E~y!dy

1
1

2!E E d2vxc~x!

dvext~y!dvext~y8!
U

E50

3m•E~y!m•E~y8!dydy81••• ,

~23!

where all functional derivatives are to be evaluated at
unperturbed external potential (E50). Splitting the electric
perturbation in its Cartesian componentsmaEa,mbEb, . . . as
in Eq. ~13!, this becomes

vxcFvext1( amaEaG~x!

5vxc@vext#~x!1(
a
E dvxc~x!

dvext~y!
U

r5r~0!

maEa~y!dy

1
1

2!(a
(

b
E E d2vxc~x!

dvext~y!dvext~y8!
U

r5r~0!

3maEa~y!mbEb~y8!dydy81•••, ~24!

where the derivatives are evaluated at the converged
densityr (0) ~equivalent toE50). Although all results can be
generalized to higher order, we will restrict ourselves to t
fields here, as this is sufficient for our present purposes.

Instead of the functional derivatives with respect to e
ternal perturbations in Eq.~24!, we require derivatives with
respect to perturbed densities. Similar derivatives have b
considered in Ref. 25, and by direct analogy to Eq.~179! in
Sec. 5.2 of that work, we get

d2vxc~x!

dvext~y!dvext~y8!
5E dzE dz8

d2vxc~x!

dr~z8!dr~z!

dr~z8!

dvext~y!

3
dr~z!

dvext~y8!
1E dz

dvxc~x!

dr~z!

3
d2r~z!

dvext~y!dvext~y8!
~25!

with a similar expression for the first functional derivativ
Here, all functional derivatives are again to be evaluated
r5r (0). We employ the usual notation25 for the functional
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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derivatives of the time-dependent xc potential with respec
the time-dependent density~or densities!. These functional
derivativesf xc and gxc are the so-called xc kernels of TD
DFT,

f xc~z,z8![
dvxc~z!

dr~z8!
U

r5r~0!

,

~26!

gxc~z,z8,z9![
d2vxc~z!

dr~z8!dr~z9!
U

r5r~0!

.

The functional derivatives dr(x)/dvext(y) and
d2r(x)/dvext(y)dvext(y8) are in fact the exact first- an
second-order response functions, which relate the pertu
tions maEa,mbEb, . . . to the perturbed first- and secon
order densitiesra andrab,

ra~x!5E dy
dr~x!

dvext~y!
maEa~y!,

~27!

rab~x!5E dyE dy8
d2r~x!

dvext~y!dvext~y8!

3maEa~y!mbEb~y8!.

Combining the notation of the xc kernels with these iden
ties, and substituting everything in Eq.~24! leads to

vxc~x!5vxc
~0!~x!1(

a
E dzf xc~x,z!ra~z!

1
1

2!(a,b
F E dzE dz8gxc~x,z8,z!ra~z8!rb~z!

1E dzf xc~x,z!rab~z!G1••• . ~28!

We want to write this equation in the same shorthand no
tion as was used for the density matrix in Eqs.~21! and~22!,
using the fact that thenth order densityrab . . . n is known in
terms of the associated density matrix,

rab . . . n~r ,t !5(
mn

@Dab . . . n~ t !#mnxm~r !xn~r !. ~29!

If we furthermore use that only the differencest2t8, t2t9
between the time variablest, t8, and t9, associated with,
respectively,x, z, andz8, are of importance, we arrive afte
some algebra at the final result for this section,
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@vxc
a ~va!#kl5(

mn
@ f xc~va!#klmn@Da~va!#mn ,

~30!
@vxc

ab~va ,vb!#kl

5(
mn

@ f xc~va1vb!#klmn@Dab~va ,vb!#mn

1(
mn

(
st

@gxc~va ,vb!#klmnst

3@Da~va!#mn@Db~vb!#st ,

where we have adopted the following notation for the mat
elements of the Fourier-transformed xc kernels:

@ f xc~va!#klmn5E drE dr 8xk~r !xl~r !

3 f xc~r ,r 8,va!xm~r 8!xn~r 8!

~31!

@gxc~va ,vb!#klmnst5E drE dr 8E dr 9xk~r !xl~r !

3gxc~r ,r 8,r 9,va ,vb!xm~r 8!

3xn~r 8!xs~r 9!xt~r 9!.

We emphasize already at this point that these matrix
ments are never actually evaluated in practical calculatio
as this would be very time-consuming. Equation~30! for vxc

(2)

is a generalization of Eq.~79! in Ref. 38 for the static case
which reads

vxc
bc5vxc8 rbc1vxc9 rbrc, ~32!

and which can be regarded as an application of the ordin
chain rule for differentiation. The frequency-dependent e
tension of the related third-order expression

vxc
abc5vxc-rarbrc1vxc9 ~rabrc1racrb1rbcra!1vxc8 rabc

~33!

is required for such properties as the THG.

V. EXPRESSIONS FOR THE HIGHER-ORDER
KOHN–SHAM MATRICES IN DFT

Using the results of the previous section, and the sa
expansion of the KS matrix as was given for the dens
matrix in Eqs.~21! and~22!, we can derive the DFT expres
sion for the higher-order KS matrices. The zeroth-order
matrix is the one used in ordinary~time-independent! DFT,

Fs
~0!5h~0!1D ~0!3~2J!1vxc

~0! , ~34!

whereh(0) contains the external potential terms which are
zero order in the external field: the kinetic energy a
nuclear Coulomb field. The Coulomb supermatrixJ is inde-
pendent of the field, resulting in a Coulomb term in thenth
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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order KS matrix Fs
ab . . . n(va ,vb , . . . ,vn) of the form

Dab . . . n(va ,vb , . . . ,vn)3(2J). Only in the first-order KS
matrices, the external perturbationHa appears,

Fs
a~va!5Ha1Da~va!3~2J!1vxc

a ~va!,
~35!

Fs
a~0!5Ha1Da~0!3~2J!1vxc

a ~0!.

Here,vxc
a is given by Eq.~30!. All higher-order KS matrices

contain only a Coulomb and an xc part. The Coulomb par
the same as in TDHF theory. Using the notation establis
above for the xc part, we can give the general formula for
higher-order KS matrices,

Fs
ab . . . n~va ,vb , . . . ,vn!5Dab . . . n~va ,vb , . . . ,vn!3~2J!

1vxc
ab . . . n~va ,vb , . . . ,vn!,

~36!

where the frequenciesva ,vb , . . . ,vn are equal to zero o
6v in this work. The matricesvxc

ab . . . n(va ,vb , . . . ,vn)
have been given in Eq.~30! for first- and second-order. Th
higher-order results can straightforwardly be obtained fr
the results in the previous sections.

VI. SOLVING THE NONLINEAR RESPONSE
EQUATIONS USING THE „2n 11…-THEOREM

Now that we have established the form of the high
order KS matrices in DFT, we can continue with the soluti
of the ~nonlinear! response equations. First, we will give a
outline of how the equations are derived and after that, h
they are solved efficiently. One starts by inserting the Tay
expansions forFs, C, «, and D in the time-dependent KS
equations@Eq. ~8!#, the normalization condition@Eq. ~9!#,
and expression for the density matrix@Eq. ~10!#. Equating
expressions on the left- and right-hand sides of these e
tions with the same time-dependence leads to the hig
order coupled equations. Up to third-order, these have b
written out by Karna and Dupuis in Tables II, III, and IV o
Ref. 17. For example, the first-order time-dependent
equations can be written as

Fs
a~v!C~0!1Fs

~0!Ca~v!1vS~0!Ca~v!

5S~0!Ca~v!«~0!1S~0!C~0!«a~v!, ~37!

where v50 for the static first-order equations and can
equal to eitherv or 2v in the frequency-dependent case. A
the higher-order expressions become rather lengthy and
DFT equations are identical to the TDHF equations, beca
the explicit form of the Fock or KS operator is not yet r
quired, we will not repeat those expressions, and simply r
to Tables II, III, and IV of Ref. 17.

In order to calculate the desired NLO properties, o
needs to solve the TDKS equations iteratively up to a cer
order n, each time using the solutions to the lower-ord
equations. As a start, the static KS equations are sol
resulting in the matricesFs

(0) ,C(0),« (0), and D (0), which
yields the converged SCF densityr (0). These matrices are
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needed for the solution of the first-order KS equations, wh
yields the first-order density matrix, from which th
frequency-dependent polarizability is immediately obtain
through Eq.~19!. We have previously described9 how this
first-order density can be obtained in an efficient, iterativeN3

process, by making use of auxiliary basis function tec
niques, which are also often used for speeding up ordin
~zeroth-order! DFT calculations.

After the first-order equations have been solved, all
ingredients for an iterative solution of the second-order eq
tions are available, which can be solved with the same te
niques as the first-order equations. After the second-o
equations are solved, the second-order density matrix
available, from which the frequency-dependent hyperpo
izability tensor is obtained through Eq.~19!. This process
can be repeated to arbitrary order, giving access
gabcd(2vs ;vb ,vc ,vd) and even higher-order hyperpola
izability tensors. However, this will require many iterativ
calculations if the full hyperpolarizability tensors are r
quired ~all possible combinations fora,b,c,d! for different
optical processes~different combinations of frequencie
vb ,vc ,vd).

A more efficient approach is obtained from the use of
(2n11)-theorem. It can be shown that for the calculation
the frequency-dependent first hyperpolarizability tensorsb,
only first-order quantities are needed.17 Similarly, the calcu-
lation of g and d ~the third hyperpolarizability tensor! re-
quires the knowledge of second-order quantities only.
example, only nine first-order response equations n
to be solved in order to obtain all componentsabc of
the first hyperpolarizability tensorsb governing SHG
@babc(22v;v,v)#, EOPE@babc(2v;v,0)#, optical rectifi-
cation ~OR! @babc(0;v,2v)# and the static hyperpolariz
ability @b(0;0,0)#. If the (2n11)-theorem would not be
used, the self-consistent solution of 27 second-order eq
tions would be required in the most general case. If only
first hyperpolarizability tensor governing static effects
needed, the solution of only three first-order equations s
fices.

After the first-order equations have been solved, the fi
hyperpolarizability tensors are obtained from a series of m
trix multiplications, which do not contribute significantly t
the required computing time. A practical consideration is t
less programming effort is needed for the implementation
the (2n11) equations, as only low-order response equati
have to be solved. This explains the desirability of obtain
equations forb in terms of first-order quantities only. Karn
and Dupuis have presented equations for allb andg tensors
which govern optical effects involving fields of frequencyv
and frequency 0, in which the (2n11)-theorem has been
used. For the important SHG and THG cases, they also
a step-by-step derivation of these results for the TDHF ca
The DFT results can be obtained by following those ste
Here we will discuss the SHG case, for which an eight s
algorithm is given by Karna and Dupuis~pp. 494–495 of
Ref. 17!. As the first seven steps do not use the explicit fo
of the Fock or KS matrices, the DFT equations remain id
tical to the TDHF equations, until the final step. After th
first seven steps for the SHG case, we have
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Ca†~12v!Fbc~v,v!C01Ca†~12v!Fb~v!Cc~v!1Ca†~12v!Fc~v!Cb~v!1Ca†~12v!F0Cbc~v,v!

12vCa†~12v!S0Cbc~v,v!2C0†Fa~22v!Cbc~1v,1v!2Ca†~12v!F0Cbc~1v,1v!

22vCa†~12v!S0Cbc~1v,1v!1C0†Fbc~1v,1v!Ca~22v!1Cc†~2v!Fb~1v!Ca~22v!

1Cb†~2v!Fc~1v!Ca~22v!1Cbc†~2v,2v!F0Ca~22v!22vCbc†~2v,2v!S0Ca~22v!

2Cbc†~2v,2v!Fa~22v!C02Cbc†~2v,2v!F0Ca~22v!12vCbc†~2v,2v!S0Ca~22v!

5Ca†~12v!S0Cbc~v,v!«01Ca†~12v!S0Cb~v!«c~v!1Ca†~12v!S0Cc~v!«b~v!

1Ca†~12v!S0C0«bc~v,v!2«0Ca†~12v!S0Cbc~1v,1v!2«a†~12v!C0†S0Cbc~1v,1v!

1«0Cbc†~2v,2v!S0Ca~22v!1«c~1v!Cb†~2v!S0Ca~22v!1«b~1v!Cc†~2v!S0Ca~22v!

1«bc~1v,1v!C0†S0Ca~22v!2Cbc†~2v,2v!S0Ca~22v!«02Cbc†~2v,2v!S0C0«a~22v!. ~38!
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In the final step, the goal is to end up with an equation of
form

babc~22v;v,v!52Tr @HaDbc~v,v!#

5Tr @first-order quantities#. ~39!

This is achieved by multiplying Eq.~38! on both sides with
the occupation number matrixn and taking the trace. On
furthermore adds the quantity Tr@n$Cb†(2v)Fa(22v)
Cc(1v)1Cc†(2v)Fa†(12v)Cb(1v)%# to both sides of
the equation.17 While some second-order terms cancel in
trivial way, others can be removed by using the property
the trace operator that Tr@ABC#5Tr @CAB#, the fact thatn
is a diagonal matrix and the properties of the« Lagrangian
matrices.17 One furthermore rewrites the equation in terms
the second-order density matrix and the dipole moment
trix, in order to obtain a result of the form of Eq.~39!.

All this proceeds in exactly the same way in the DF
and TDHF cases. The remaining term which needs to
removed contains the second-order Fock or KS matrix. T
term is of the form

Tr @2Fs
a~22v!Dbc~1v,1v!1Da~22v!Fs

bc~1v,1v!#.
~40!

Using the DFT expressions for the first and second-order
matrices, this can be rewritten to

Tr @2Fs
a~22v!Dbc~1v,1v!1Da~22v!Fs

bc~1v,1v!#

52Tr @HaDbc~1v,1v!1Da~22v!3~2J0!Dbc~1v,

1v!1 f xc~2v!Da~22v!Dbc~1v,1v!

2Da~22v!Dbc~1v,1v!3~2J0!2Da~22v!

3~ f xc~2v!Dbc~v,v!1gxc~v,v!Db~v!Dc~v!!#

52Tr @HaDbc~1v,1v!2gxc~v,v!Da

3~22v!Db~v!Dc~v!#. ~41!

Here, Eq.~30! has been used for the xc terms. The seco
term on the right-hand side of Eq.~41! is an additional term
in the DFT expression forb(22v;v,v), not present in the
TDHF case, which is due to the nonlinearity ofvxc in terms
of the density. Repeating this procedure for the other p
cesses yields a general expression for the extra terms
loaded 09 Aug 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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@bDFT#abc~2vs ;vb ,vc!5@bHF#abc~2vs ;vb ,vc!

1Tr@gxc~vb ,vc!D
a~2vs!

3Db~vb!Dc~vc!#. ~42!

These equations are very schematic in the sense that the
of the (2n11)-expression forb is equal in form only for the
DFT and HF cases. Explicit expressions are given bel
and can also be found in Table VII of Ref. 17. The final te
~the extra DFT term! is most efficiently calculated through
numerical integration

Tr @gxc~vb ,vc!D
a~2vs!Db~vb!Dc~vc!#

5E d3rE d3r 8E d3r 9gxc~r ,r 8,r 9,vb ,vc!

3ra~r ,2vs!rb~r 8,vb!rc~r 9,vc!. ~43!

This numerical integration looks quite expensive, but, in
usual approximation togxc ~see following section!, it be-
comes trivial as it reduces to a single, instead of triple, in
gral. For the static case, the extra DFT term was alre
obtained by Fournier,38 and by Colwellet al.,33 while Ko-
mornicki and Fitzgerald39 have also considered the efficie
evaluation of similar terms.

VII. APPROXIMATIONS USED IN DFT RESPONSE
CALCULATIONS

Although the density functional formalism for the trea
ment of frequency-dependent NLO response is exact in p
ciple, practical calculations require approximations to the
known xc functionals. The functionals which have to
approximated are the usual xc potentialvxc(r ), which is
needed in the zeroth-order KS equations, and its functio
derivatives f xc , gxc , and so on. Forvxc(r ), which is the
functional derivative of the xc energy functionalExc with
respect to the~time-independent! density, many approxima
tions exist. The most usual ones are those based upon
local density approximation~LDA !, for example in the
Vosko–Wilk–Nusair~VWN! parametrization,40 or the po-
tentials based on the generalized gradient approximat
~GGAs!, such as the exchange functional by Becke,41 and the
Perdew42 or Lee–Yang–Parr43 correlation functionals.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The xc potential determines the zeroth-order KS orbit
and their one-electron energies. It is consequently clear
the quality of the xc potential is of the utmost importance
the hyperpolarizability results. In fact, the usual potenti
mentioned above are not the most suitable ones for resp
calculations as they decay exponentially, whereas the co
decay should be Coulombic. It has been shown sev
times44,45 that potentials which do possess the corr
asymptotic behavior provide significantly more accurate
sults than the LDA or GGA potentials. The choice of the
potential hardly influences the time needed in the respo
calculation, as it is needed in the solution of the usual
equations only. After that, only the resulting orbitals a
one-electron energies are needed.

The xc kernels are more complicated functionals th
the xc potential. Whereas the xc potential depends upor
only, gxc , for example, depends upon the spatial variab
r ,r 8, and r 9 and the frequency variablesvb and vc . Very
little is known about the xc kernelsf xc andgxc . Because of
the lack of more refined approximations as well as for e
ciency reasons, one has usually employed very simple
proximations to these kernels in the practical calculatio
until now. Although a frequency-dependent model forf xc

exists ~the Gross–Kohn kernel46–48!, such a model is no
available for the higher-order kernels. Furthermore,
Gross–Kohn kernel exhibits some undesired properties. A
consequence, in virtually all molecular applications of tim
dependent density functional response theory, the so-ca
adiabatic approximation has been invoked. The term a
batic is used because the time-dependent xc potential is
sumed to depend in the same way on the time-depen
density as the static xc potential depends upon the ti
independent density, which is a good approximation for sl
~adiabatic! processes. A direct consequence of this appro
mation is that the frequency-independent versions of the
kernels are used,

f xc
adiabatic~r ,r 8,v!5 f xc~r ,r 8,v50!,

~44!

gxc
adiabatic~r ,r 8,r 9,va ,vb!5gxc~r ,r 8,r 9,va50,vb50!.

This approximation is justified for smallv-values, but it ap-
pears to work well even outside this domain. At the mome
it remains unclear whether or not the adiabatic approxim
tion is a severe one. If one uses the functional derivative
the LDA potential, in combination with the adiabatic a
proximation, one obtains the simple ALDA kernels, whi
are local in space as well,

f xc
ALDA ~r ,r 8,v!5 f xc

hom~r ,r 8,v50!d~r2r 8!

~45!
gxc

ALDA ~r ,r 8,r 9,va ,vb!

5gxc
hom~r ,r 8,r 9,va50,vb50!d~r2r 8!d~r2r 9!.

Here, we have added the specification ‘‘hom’’ to the kern
in order to specify that this approximation is based upon
homogeneous electron gas. The spatial locality of the AL
kernels ensures the computational efficiency of the DFT
sponse calculations. If a model is used in which the spa
nonlocality of the kernels is taken into account~as for ex-
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ample in the fxc-kernel based upon the time-dependent op
mized effective potential~TDOEP! in the exchange-only
approximation49!, this efficiency is lost to a great extent. Th
is due to the fact that six-dimensional numerical integratio
will have to be performed forf xc and nine-dimensional nu
merical integrations forgxc . In the ALDA, only three-
dimensional numerical integrations are required, due to
delta functions in Eq.~45!.

At present, there are no models forf xc which clearly
improve upon the ALDA, although such models will likel
appear in the future. For this reason, the ALDA seems
most logical choice for the moment. If more refined appro
mations forf xc andgxc will appear in the future, a compro
mise between accuracy and efficiency will be required. N
merical evidence for atoms and small molecules50 suggests
however that the major approximation made in the respo
calculations is usually due to the xc potential, and not to
functional derivatives. Our hyperpolarizability results f
small molecules15 suggest furthermore thatgxc has only a
small influence on the finalb-values~at least in the ALDA!.
As a nonlocal model forgxc will enormously increase the
computational cost of the calculations, this will probably n
be worthwhile for a long time. The influence of the chos
model for f xc on b is larger.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we are concerned with the question w
the most efficient implementation of the DFT equations
the frequency-dependent hyperpolarizabilities should lo
like. As we have described our implementation for the so
tion of the linear response equations previously,9 we will be
mainly concerned with the hyperpolarizabilities here, but
will discuss the most important points of the linear respon
calculations. Using Karna and Dupuis’ notation, whereG
stands for the Fock/KS matrix on eigenfunction basis,
can write for the first-order KS matrixGs

a ,

@Gs
a~v!#pq5E drfp~r !@maEa~r ,v!

1vCoul
a ~r !1vxc

a ~r !#fq~r !. ~46!

All matrix elements of this type, whether they are on eige
function basis or on AO basis, are determined by numer
integration, because the complicated xc term makes an
lytical evaluation impossible.

As the KS matrixGs depends upon the first-order de
sity matrix, through the potential termsvCoul

a (r ) andvxc
a (r ), a

self-consistent solution is required, as the first-order den
matrix in its turn is determined by the first-order KS matri
In our implementation, this iterative process can be p
formed either in the AO basis or in the eigenfunction bas
For very large systems, the AO option has the advantage
integral prescreening and more general linear sca
techniques14 can be applied. This would result in a drast
reduction of the number of integrals which have to be cal
lated and in the cost per integral, since the parts of sp
which do not contribute to a certain integral can be exclud
from the numerical integration. As in the solution of th
ordinary KS equations, such techniques will in the futu
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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result in a solution of the linear response equations wh
scales linearly with the number of atoms.

However, for medium-sized and highly symmetric sy
tems, the eigenfunction basis is preferred, as only ma
elements between occupied and virtual orbitals are requi
and as symmetry can be used straightforwardly to furt
reduce the number of numerical integrations. Because
needs substantial basis sets for an accurate hyperpolariz
ity calculation, the number of occupied orbitals times t
number of virtual orbitals may be substantially less th
N* (N11)/2, whereN is the number of~primitive! AOs. As
the linear scaling techniques have not yet been implemen
the eigenfunction option is the default one in our impleme
tation. The Coulomb potential of the first-order density
Eq. ~46! is obtained from a fitted densityr̃ (1), reducing the
cost of the solution of the KS equations and the linear
sponse equations fromN4 to N3.9

The most demanding hyperpolarizability calculation f
b is one where all components ofb for all optical effects
considered in this work are required. In such a case,
linear response equations need to be solved at frequen
0,v and 2v, with external fields in thex, y, andz directions.
The converged first-order KS matrices are passed to the
of the code for calculating the first hyperpolarizabilities. A
though only the occupied-virtual block of the first-order K
matrix is needed in a linear response calculation,
occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual blocks are also gen
ated~from the converged first-order density matrix!, because
they are necessary for the nonlinear response calculat
From the KS matrices, all other first-order information c
be regenerated. For example, the first-order transforma
matricesUa(va), defined by17

C~0!Ua~va!5Ca~va! ~47!

are, with a suitable~nondiagonal!! choice for the Lagrangian
multiplier matrices,17 given by

@Ua~va!#pq5
@Gs

a~va!#pq

«q
~0!2«p

~0!2va

, ~48!

where «q
(0) and «p

(0) are the KS one-electron energies a
where U is nonzero only for the occupied-virtual block
This choice for the«-matrix represents what Gonze28 calls
the parallel-transport gauge. An alternative choice is to tak
diagonal Lagrangian multiplier matrix«, the diagonal
gauge.28 Certain technical problems which have to be a
dressed in the diagonal gauge, are absent in the para
transport gauge, such as the fact that the occupied-occu
block of theU-matrix is no longer zero. In this block, diver
gent terms may appear if«q

(0)5«p
(0) andv50. For this rea-

son, most practical implementations use the paral
transport gauge,17,28 in which the first-order Lagrangian
matrices«a are block-diagonal and given by

@«a~va!#pq5@Gs
a~va!#pq , ~49!

wherep andq are both occupied or both virtual.
The equations of the previous section can be used

obtain the DFT expressions for the first hyperpolarizabi
tensors. Using the fact that the diagonal parts of the fi
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order Fock matrices in Table VII of Ref. 17 are equal to t
diagonal blocks of the first-order Lagrangian multiplier m
trices « @Eq. ~49!#, we obtain the following compact (2n
11)-expressions for the DFT frequency-dependent hyper
larizabilitiesbabc(2vs ;vb ,vc),

babc~2vs ;vb ,vc!

5Tr $nUa~2vs!@Gs
b~vb!,Uc~vc!#2%

1all permutations of~a,2vs!,~b,vb!,~c,vc!

1Tr @gxc~vb ,vc!D
a~2vs!Db~vb!Dc~vc!#, ~50!

where @ ,#2 stands for the ordinary commutator and whe
the final term is the extra term of the DFT equations. In t
work, the frequenciesvb andvc are assumed to be equal
zero orv, but Eq.~50! is valid for general frequencies.

It should be clear from the above that the work which
needed for the calculation of the first hyperpolarizability te
sorsb is determined by the time needed for the solution
the linear response equations~9 linear response equations
the worst case!. Afterwards, a few matrix multiplications suf
fice for the determination of all discussedb tensors. One can
use the form of these matrices@for example the fact that the
matrices are block-off-diagonal~U! or diagonal~n!# to fur-
ther reduce the work done in these matrix multiplication
but this is not the time-determining factor in the calculatio

The term which is extra in the DFT expression forb @the
final term in Eq. ~50!# should be treated carefully. On
should not calculate the term in the form in which it is give
in Eq. ~50!. That would require evaluating all matrix ele
ments@gxc#klmnst in Eq. ~31!, which would be very expen-
sive. Instead one should numerically evaluate the integra
Eq. ~43!,38 which, with the ALDA kernel, reduces to

E d3rgxc
ALDA ~r !ra~r ,2vs!rb~r ,vb!rc~r ,vc!. ~51!

The numerical evaluation of this integral requires a neg
gible amount of computer time,38 but extreme care is neede
in its evaluation. This can be seen from the asymptotic
havior ofgxc

ALDA . This kernel behaves asr25/3, implying that
it diverges at infinity. This is counterbalanced by the fir
order densities, which go to zero in an exponential fashi
This requires an accurate first-order density in the outer
gion of the molecule. The fitted first-order density displa
certain anomalies in the outer region where the density
low, such as small oscillations around the exact density.
this reason, the exact~not fitted! first-order densities are cal
culated in the integration points and stored. Similarly, the
kernels are calculated using the exact zero-order densityr (0).
Regions where the zero-order density is below a cer
threshold are not taken into account, in order to prevent
occurrence of numerical problems in the evaluation of
integral. Similar remarks about the evaluation of this te
were made by Lee and Colwell34 for the static case.

IX. TESTS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION AND
DISCUSSION OF EFFECTS OF A FINITE AUXILIARY
BASIS SET

The equations for the various hyperpolarizability tens
which have been derived in the previous sections hold rig
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ously if one does not use a density fit, or if the set of aux
iary basis functions~fit functions! is complete. In our imple-
mentation we have assumed that these results also hold
good approximation for finite but large auxiliary basis se
For example, we make the approximation that Eq.~41! is
valid for fitted densities as well. Similar approximation
were made by Fournier38 when considering static perturba
tions. Although taking the finiteness of the fit set into a
count would in principle be possible and desirable, it wou
lead to considerable extra programming effort. Fourn
Andzelm and Salahub51 have considered the analytic calc
lation of first-order derivatives in the presence of a fit. S
ond derivatives have been considered by both Dunlap
Andzelm52 and by Komornicki and Fitzgerald,39 while
Fournier38 has considered both second and third derivati
in the presence of a density fit. All these authors consi
time-independent properties only, but their work could s
be followed to a large extent in order to obtain expressi
where the fit approximation has been explicitly taken in
account. In the ADF program the situation will be somewh
different from the case considered in these papers, as
density is fitted directly and not the potential due to th
density.

It should be emphasized at this point that our aim her
primarily to document the technical accuracy of our imp
mentation. We have previously shown that our implemen
tion can be applied to molecules of the size of C60,10

TABLE I. Test calculation on thegzzzzsecond hyperpolarizability compo
nent of helium, calculated frombzzz values atE1

z50.001. All quantities in
a.u.

Method E1
z , E2

z
gzzzz

(0;0,0,0)a
gzzzz

(2v;v,0,0) a,b

FF from azz 0.001, 0.00025 87.915 89.359
FF from azz 0.001, 0.00050 87.9163 89.3605
FF from azz 0.001, 0.00100 87.9164 89.3595

FF from bzzz 0.001, analytic 87.9163 89.3595

agzzzzobtained frombzzzat E1
z50.001 a.u., wherebzzzwas calculated either

analytically or from Eq.~52!.
bTensor related to the electro-optical Kerr effect~EOKE!, at v50.05 a.u.

TABLE II. Influence of finite auxiliary basis set on the static hyperpolar
ability of CO.

Fit set
Density used

for vxc Method bzxx ~a.u.! bzzz ~a.u.!

largea fitted analytic 28.239 233.522
large fitted finite fieldb 28.274 233.588
large fitted finite fieldc 28.275 233.593

large exact analytic 28.433 233.900
large exact finite fieldb 28.440 233.901

mediumd fitted analytic 27.054 231.023
medium fitted finite fieldb 27.573 233.421

aThe large fit set consists of 254 STO fit functions per atom. See text.
bUsing E250.0005 a.u. in Eq.~52!.
cUsing E250.001 a.u. in Eq.~52!.
dThe medium-sized fit set consists of 184 STO fit functions per atom.
text.
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for which gzzzz(0;0,0,0), gzzzz(2v;v,0,0) and
gzzzz(22v;v,v,0) were calculated for a range of freque
cies. A calibration study on a set of small molecules,
which the appropriateness of several xc potentials is tes
and in which both static and frequency-dependent first
second hyperpolarizabilities are treated, is repor
separately,15 as is a further application of our implementatio
to large polyene chains.53

Here, we will show that for~very! large basis and fit
sets, the results from analytic calculations ofb and finite
difference calculations with respect to the polarizability
various small electric fields, are in fact identical. Tests
performed on He and CO in large basis sets~Tables I and II!
and on para-nitroaniline in a standard basis~Table III!. For
helium we calculategzzzz from gzzzz(2v;v,0,0)'1000
3bzzz(2v;v,0)uE

1
z50.001, where bzzz is either calculated

analytically, or from the FF differentiation ofazz(2v;v) at
E5E1

z6E2
z andE5E1

z62E2
z ,54

bzzz
FF ~2v;v,0!uE5E

1
z5

1

E2
zS 2

3
@azz~2v;v!uE5E

1
z1E

2
z

2azz~2v;v!uE5E
1
z2E

2
z#

2
1

12
@azz~2v;v!uE5E

1
z12E

2
z

2azz~2v;v!uE5E
1
z22E

2
z# D , ~52!

wherebFF stands for the FF approximation tob, and where
a is obtained analytically from the solution of the first-ord
KS equations. Although we are aware thatgzzzzcan be ob-
tained more directly and efficiently froma, we use the
present approach because it provides a more direct test o
implementation. Our static LDA~Ref. 40! result of gzzzz

5g587.9 a.u.~which, in view of the huge basis and fit se
we used, should be close to the basis set limit! is too large by
roughly a factor of 2.55

This is expected from the well-known deficiencies of t
LDA approximation, and better results can be obtained w
asymptotically correct xc potentials such as the V
Leeuwen–Baerends~LB94! potential.56 However, as we
e

TABLE III. Static and frequency-dependent average hyperpolarizabilitie
para-nitroaniline atl51060 nm~v5 0.043 a.u.!.

Property LDA/ALDAa LB94/ALDAa HFb MP2c

bvec(0;0,0)d 14.89 16.28 4.37 8.55
bvec(22v;v,v)d 33.97 42.31 4.88 12.0

ḡ(0;0,0,0)e 7.34 2.62 1.48 3.21

ḡ(22v;v,v,0)e 20.18 11.98 2.11 4.6

aThis work, using ALDA for functional derivatives ofvxc , and either LDA
or LB94 for vxc itself.

bReference 58.
cResults obtained by Simet al. ~Ref. 54!, frequency dispersion was est
mated from the TDHF calculation.

dbvec5bz5(1/3)(abzaa1baza1baaz , given in units of 10230 esu, as in
Refs. 58,60,54.

eḡ5(1/15)(a,b(2gaabb1gabba), in 10236 esu, as in Ref. 58.
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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have only implemented the ALDA for the xc kernelsf xc and
gxc , we can only perform ‘‘mixed’’ calculations with the
LB94 potential, in whichf xc is not the functional derivative
of vxc . This implies that we cannot test the LB94 resu
with FF calculations, and that renders them useless for
present purpose of testing the implementation. In ano
work,15 the quality of different xc potentials for hyperpola
izability calculations will be established. The results from t
finite difference calculations for Helium are compared to
analytical result in Table I, for various field strengthsE2

z .
Both the static hyperpolarizability result and the EOKE
sult atv50.05 a.u. agree very well with the finite differenc
results, proving the correctness of the implementation
these effects.

In Table II, we show our analytic and finite differenc
results@obtained from equations similar to Eq.~52! but at
zero field:E50# for the hyperpolarizability of CO. Here, w
investigate the effects of using a finite auxiliary basis s
The basis set which has been used is quite large and g
results close to the basis set limit, as shown by a compar
of our most accurate results to those obtained in a basis
free manner by Dickson and Becke.57 With a FF LDA cal-
culation, they obtain233.7 and28.6 for bzzz and bzxx,
respectively, where we find233.90 and28.44. In the first
three rows of Table II, the analytic and finite difference r
sults for the two independent componentsbzxx and bzzz of
the static hyperpolarizability tensor of CO are compared
these calculations, the fitted density was used for the ev
ation of the~zeroth-order! xc potential in the solution of the
KS equations. In the response equations, the xc terms
evaluated from the exact~not the fitted! density. It is clear
that the agreement between the analytic and FF value
acceptable, in view of the sensitivity of this property, but n
completely satisfactory. The deviations are 0.4% and 0.
If the xc potential is evaluated from the exact density~as
shown in the fourth and fifth rows! the agreement betwee
the finite difference and analytic results increases consi
ably. The deviations have reduced to 0.1% and 0.003%
more important observation is that these results differ sign
cantly from the results with an xc potential obtained from
fitted density. This shows that accuracy is required in
parts of the calculation if reliable hyperpolarizability resu
are required.

This becomes even clearer from the results in the fi
two rows, obtained in the same way as those from the
three rows, but with a medium-sized instead of a large fit
~The large fit set consists of 13s, 11p, 10d, 10f, and 8g func-
tions, giving a total of 254 STO auxiliary basis functions p
atom. The medium-sized fit set consists of 8s, 7p, 6d, 7f, and
6g basis functions, which yields a total of 184 function
This is to be compared with the basis set which consists
4s, 3p, 1d, and 1f functions to which we added diffuse func
tions: 2s, 2p, 2d, and 2f functions.! The analytic results differ
in the order of 10% from the results in the first rows, sho
ing that a large auxiliary basis is needed for a reliable a
lytic determination of hyperpolarizabilities of small system
Furthermore, the deviations between the FF and analytic
sults have increased enormously. The differences are no
than 7.4% and 7.7%. This implies that in the results with
loaded 09 Aug 2011 to 130.37.129.78. Redistribution subject to AIP licens
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medium-sized fit set, the difference between a FF calcula
and an analytic calculation is not negligible anymore. Ho
ever, even in the FF case, a large fit set is required for h
reliability.

Our final example is the para-nitroaniline molecule,
which we investigate the accuracy which can be reached
a medium-sized molecule in a standard valence triple z
basis with two polarization functions, the largest stand
basis in ADF. There is a large interest in th
molecule,58–60,54,61 which we study in the BLYP~Refs.
41,43!-optimized planar C(2v) geometry, due to its large hy
perpolarizabilityb of which thezzz-component is the domi-
nating part. As in Ref. 62, we have tested our implemen
tion for the SHG tensor by checking if the dispersio
formula ~Refs. 63,55, and references therein!

bzzz~2vs ;vb ,vc!5bzzz~0;0,0!

3~11Azzz~vs
21vb

21vc
2!1¯ !,

~53!

relating the frequency dependencies of the various NLO
fects, holds in our case, if a normal basis set is used.

From a fit to ourbzzz(2v;v,0) results at six frequen
cies from 0 to 0.005 a.u., we obtainAzzz554.845 a.u., in
excellent agreement with the valueAzzz554.842 a.u. from
the analytic bzzz(22v;v,v) results, which provides a
strong indication for the correctness of our implementat
for the SHG tensor. If we calculatebzzz(2v;v,0) from a FF
calculation onazz(2v;v) we obtainbzzz(0;0,0)521959
a.u. andAzzz554.7 a.u. both within 1% of the analytic resu
which is very satisfactory as it shows that even stand
basis and fit sets can be sufficiently accurate for large m
ecules.

We have gathered our LDA and LB94 results for the fi
and second average hyperpolarizabilities in Table III,
which ab initio HF and MP2 values have been added for t
sake of comparison. Experimental values are available~for
example in 1,4-dioxane~Ref. 64!!, but these are not directly
comparable to the gas phase theoretical values. Both
b~22v;v,v! andg~22v;v,v,0! results are clearly larger in
comparison to previousab initio studies.58–60,54 The static
results as well as the frequency dependence are substan
higher than in those papers, which we attribute to the po
tion of the all-important amino-to-nitro excitation energy, f
which our LDA value of 3.41 eV is too low for the ga
phase.64

A basis set study of our results falls outside of the sco
of the present work, but due to the dominance of the ami
to-nitro excitation, we believe our values forb to be reliable,
as the addition of diffuse functions is known to have a lim
ited effect for this system.54 For the second hyperpolarizabi
ity, the neglect of diffuse functions could be more importa

Although a basis set study would be needed in orde
study the difference between the LDA and LB94 results
g in detail, the different treatment of the outer region of t
molecule is the most probable cause of the large differen

Our test calculations in which the numerical integrati
accuracy was varied indicate that demanding 5 accurate
its for a set of test integrals is generally sufficient for co
e or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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verged results, while the default value of 4 is sufficient
standard cases. Finally, we note that in other application
large molecules, like polyene chains,53 the effects of using a
modest basis and fit set are seen to be acceptable. Ther
use of the small standard double-zeta STO basis set in A
with the accompanying standard fit sets gave satisfac
agreement with FF calculations, in comparison to the res
for CO and para-nitroaniline shown here. We therefore c
clude that the use of auxiliary basis functions~‘‘the fit set’’ !
and the numerical integrations are additional sources of
rors, which can however be kept under control.

X. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this work, we have derived the equations which a
needed for calculating frequency-dependent hyperpola
abilities using time-dependent DFT. The efficiency and
curacy of our computer implementation has been discus
as well as the connection to related work. In particular,
differences with the closely-related TDHF approach ha
been emphasized. In a similar manner, the equations ca
extended to higher-order hyperpolarizabilities. In previo
and future applications, the implementation has been sh
to be applicable to large systems. An application of
present work to a set of small molecules, in which the re
ability of various density functionals will be assessed,
forthcoming.
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